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Abstract

Consider M unsorted elements and an n-dimensional hypercube Hn with �3n=2� − 1 faulty
nodes, where M�N = 2n. Employing a newly proposed partition strategy and the light-occupied
dimension concept, this paper improves Sheu et al.’s algorithm [Sheu, Chen, Chang, J. Parallel
Distributed Comput. 16 (1992) 185] for sorting these M unsorted elements on the faulty Hn. With
the same time bound O((M=N )log(M=N ) + (M=N )log2 N ) as [Sheu et al., 1992], the proposed
algorithm can tolerate �n=2� more faulty nodes than Sheu et al.’s algorithm which can tolerate
at most n− 1 faulty nodes. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Sorting is one of the most fundamental operations in the computer science commu-
nity; the hypercube is one of the most versatile and popular networks due to its low
diameter, good connectivity, and symmetry [8, 12]. Without providing fault-tolerant ca-
pacity, many eBcient sorting algorithms [1, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 17] have been designed
on hypercubes.
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Considering faulty hypercubes, it is an important issue to design an eBcient fault-
tolerant sorting algorithm. Previously, using the concept of minimum number of cut
dimensions, Sheu et al. [15] presented the Irst fault-tolerant sorting algorithm to sort
M elements on an n-dimensional faulty hypercube Hn with f6n − 1 faulty nodes in
O((M=N ) log(M=N ) +M=N log2 N ) time, where M�N = 2n.

Consider an Hn with �3n=2�− 1 faulty nodes. Employing a newly proposed partition
strategy and the light-occupied dimension (LOD) concept, this paper improves Sheu
et al.’s sorting algorithm [15] to sort these M unsorted elements on the faulty Hn.
With the same time bound O((M=N ) log(M=N ) + (M=N ) log2 N ) as [15], the proposed
algorithm can tolerate �n=2� more faulty nodes than Sheu et al.’s algorithm which can
tolerate at most n − 1 faulty nodes. The fault-tolerance improvement of this paper is
about 50%.

2. Preliminaries

This section consists of three subsections. Section 2.1 describes some notations used
in hypercubes and the adopted fault model. Section 2.2 introduces the concept of Sheu
et al.’s algorithm [15]. Section 2.3 introduces the concept of the LOD.

2.1. Adopted fault model

An Hn has 2n nodes and n2n−1 edges. Each node in Hn is labeled as b= bnbn−1 : : : b2b1

for bj ∈{0; 1} and 16j6n, where j denotes the corresponding dimension. In what fol-
lows, without confusion, the base of any one binary string is 2. Fig. 1 illustrates an H4.
Two nodes are linked via an edge if and only if their binary strings diKer in exactly
one binary digit. For example, node 0 (= 0000) is adjacent to nodes 1 (= 0001); 2 (=
0010), 4, and 8 along dimensions 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
Hn can be partitioned into 2n−k SHk ’s, where each SHk is a k-dimensional sub-

cube, spanned by the same k dimensions. Note that in [15], Sheu et al. presented an
interesting relabeling method. In their fault-tolerant sorting algorithm, each SHk can
independently relabel its own 2k nodes.

Fig. 1. An H4.
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For example, H4 can be partitioned into four SH2’s labeled by 0 ∗ 0∗, 0 ∗ 1∗, 1 ∗ 0∗,
and 1∗1∗, respectively. Two SH2’s are adjacent if their ternary representations diKer in
exactly one symbol. For simplicity, the four SH2’s labeled by 0∗0∗, 0∗1∗, 1∗0∗, and
1∗1∗ are denoted by 0-SH2, 1-SH2, 2-SH2, and 3-SH2, respectively; each node labeled
by 0b30b1 in 0-SH2, b3; b1 ∈{0; 1}, is called node b3b1 in 0-SH2 or node b (= b3b1) in
0-SH2. Using Sheu et al.’s relabeling scheme, the four nodes {00; 01; 10; 11} in 0-SH2

(1-SH2) can be independently relabeled as {10; 11; 00; 01} in 0-SH2 ({11; 10; 01; 00} in
1-SH2), for example.

This paper uses the same fault model as that in [15]. Throughout this paper, for
short, the faulty nodes are called TF nodes; the fault-free nodes are called FF nodes.

2.2. The sketch of Sheu et al.’s sorting algorithm

Initially, applying the concept of the minimum number of cut dimensions [15], Hn
with f6n − 1 TF nodes is partitioned into 2f−1 SHn−f+1’s such that each SHn−f+1

contains at most one TF node. In the extreme case, we have f= n − 1. In this case,
each SH2 containing one TF node independently does the relabeling operation to relabel
its own four nodes such that the single TF node is relabeled as node 0 ( = 00) while
the other three FF nodes are relabeled as nodes 1 (= 01); 2 (= 10), and 3 (= 11).

We are given M unsorted elements, M�N = 2n. In Sheu et al.’s data assignment
scheme, no element is assigned to node 0 in each SH2, although node 0 may be FF;
these M elements are evenly assigned to the FF nodes labeled as 1, 2, and 3 in each
SH2 such that each of such FF nodes holds M=N ′ (= M=(3N=4)) elements.

Then, using the sequential heapsort algorithm each FF node sorts its M=N ′ elements
in ascending (descending) order if its label is even (odd). Sheu et al. have shown that
the bitonic sorting algorithm [7, 14] can correctly work on each k-SH2 with only one
TF node labeled by 0 for 06k62n−2 − 1. Afterward, the 3M=N ′ elements in k-SH2

can be sorted in ascending (descending) order if k is even (odd).
Suppose each SH2 is viewed as a supernode. These 2n−2 SH2’s form an OHn−2.

Finally, OHn−2 performs a bitonic-like sorting algorithm among these SH2’s such that the
M elements are sorted on OHn−2. Consequently, with O((M=N ) log(M=N )+(M=N ) log2 N )
(= O((M=N ′) log(M=N ′) + (M=N ′) log2 N ))) time, Sheu et al.’s fault-tolerant sorting
algorithm can sort M unsorted elements on Hn with n− 1 TF nodes. The readers are
recommended to refer to paper [15].

2.3. LOD concept

Previously, Yang and Raghavendra [18–20] presented a concept called the degree of
occupancy. The degree of occupancy of dimension d in Hn is k, if there exist exactly
k links, each link connecting two TF nodes along dimension d. If k61, we call
dimension d a light-occupied dimension (LOD). For example, suppose the TF nodes
of H4 as shown in Fig. 1 are {0001; 1000; 1001; 1010; 1011}. The degrees of occupancy
of dimensions 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 2, 2, 0, and 1, respectively. Thus, dimensions 3 and
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4 are LOD’s. Based on the LOD concept, Yang and Raghavendra [19, 20] have shown
the property.

Lemma 1 (Yang and Raghavendra [19, 20]). Given f6�3n=2	 TF nodes; there exists
at least one LOD in Hn.

In addition, Yang and Raghavendra [19] also presented a distributed algorithm in
O(n) time for Inding an LOD in Hn with �3n=2	 TF nodes. After performing this
LOD-Inding algorithm, each FF node knows the found LOD.

3. New partition strategy based on LOD concept

To improve Sheu et al.’s sorting algorithm in order to have higher fault-tolerant
capacity, our newly proposed partition strategy wants the partitioned hypercube to be
one of the following two conIgurations.
The =rst partition con=guration (PC1): Hn is partitioned into 2n−2 SH2’s forming

OH
∗
n−2 such that besides at most one SH2 containing more than one TF node, each

of the other SH2’s contains at most one TF node. Section 4 will explain why Sheu
et al.’s sorting algorithm [15] can be applied on OH

∗
n−2 directly.

The second partition con=guration (PC2): Hn is partitioned into 2n−3 SH3’s forming
OH

+
n−3 such that besides at most three SH3’s where each SH3 contains two connected TF

nodes, each of the other SH3’s contains at most one TF node. Section 5 will describe
how to modify Sheu et al.’s sorting algorithm [15] in order to apply the modiIed
version on OH

+
n−3.

In the rest of this section, we present how to classify Hn with f6�3n=2�−1 into one
of the two conIgurations PC1 and PC2. From Lemma 1, there exists at least one LOD
in Hn with f6�3n=2� − 1¡�3n=2	 TF nodes. Applying the LOD-Inding algorithm
[19] on Hn, that LOD, say d1, can be found and known by each FF node. The faulty
Hn can be shrunk along dimension d1 to OHn−1 whose nodes are SH1’s. According to
the LOD deInition, at most one SH1 may consist of two TF nodes; each of the other
SH1’s contains at most one TF node. For exposition, if an SH1 contains one or more
TF nodes, it is called a faulty SH1; otherwise, it is called an FF SH1. Let f′ be the
number of faulty SH1’s in OHn−1. If OHn−1 contains f′ =f faulty SH1’s, each SH1 has at
most one TF node; if OHn−1 contains f′ =f−1 faulty SH1’s, at most one SH1 consists
of two TF nodes along dimension d1.

From Lemma 1, changing n to n− 1, if the number of faulty SH1’s in OHn−1 is no
more than �3(n − 1)=2	 (= �3n=2� − 1), there still exists at least one LOD in OHn−1.
Applying the LOD-Inding algorithm [19] on OHn−1, another LOD, say d2, can be found
and known by each FF node. The OHn−1 can be further shrunk along dimension d2 to
OHn−2. From the LOD deInition, at most one SH2 may consist of two faulty SH1’s;
each of the other SH2’s contains at most one faulty SH1.
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Based on the above partitioning process, we can further analyze how Hn with
f6�3n=2� − 1 can be classiIed into PC1 or PC2.

Theorem 2. An Hn with f6�3n=2� − 1 TF nodes can be classi=ed into one of two
con=gurations PC1 and PC2.

Proof. For convenience, call an LOD type-0 or type-1 according to its degree of
occupancy. First Ind a type-0 LOD, if any, then shrink and Ind a second LOD. This
easily gives a PC1.

Otherwise, there is no type-0 LOD, and therefore there will never be any type-0
LOD for any of the later “shrunk” hypercubes. In this case, the Irst LOD, i.e., d1,
and the second, i.e., d2, are both of type-1. Since �3n=2� − 1− 26�3(n− 2)=2	, there
must be a third successive type-1 LOD, say d3. The Irst type-1 LOD identiIes exactly
one edge e in dimension d1; the second LOD identiIes exactly one f, either an edge
in dimension d2 or a diagonal pair in d1 ×d2; and the third LOD gives exactly one
g, an edge in d3, or a diagonal pair in d1 × d3 or d2 × d3, or an antipodal pair in
d1 × d2 × d3.

If e, f, and g are all in the same SH3, there are 3 distinct possibilities and they all
yield a PC1. If e, f, and g are in two distinct SH3’s, then a partition along d1, d2 or
d3, according to whether the solitary element is e, f, or g, respectively, yields a PC1.
If e, f, and g are in three distinct SH3’s, then a partition along d2 will give a PC1
(by separating f and g) unless g is an edge in d3 or a diagonal pair in d1 × d3. In
this case a partition along d1 will give a PC1 (by separating e, f, and g) unless f
and g are both edges. This Inal remaining case, that each of e, f, and g is an edge,
gives a PC2. Because e, f, and g are all exactly one conIguration although they have
1; 2; and 3 possible conIgurations, respectively, any combination among e, f, and g
is disjoint each other. Consequently, along d1, d2, and d3 (if any), Hn with �3n=2�− 1
TF nodes can be classiIed into one of the two conIgurations PC1 and PC2.

4. The "rst partition con"guration (PC1): 'H∗
n−2

For PC1, this section presents how to modify the sorting algorithm [15] slightly in
order to achieve higher fault-tolerant capacity.

In PC1, each SH2 in OH
∗
n−2 is relabeled such that not only the SH2 containing more

than one TF node is labeled as 0-SH2, but also the only TF node in any one SH2 is
relabeled as 00 in that SH2 with the other three FF nodes being relabeled as 01, 10,
and 11. We then set 0-SH2 to be dead and to do nothing. Excluding the dead 0-SH2,
these M unsorted elements are evenly assigned to the FF nodes 01, 10 and 11 in i-SH2

for 16 i6 2n−2 − 1 such that each of such FF nodes holds M=N ′ ( =M=(3N=4 − 3))
elements, where N ′ = 3N=4 − 3.

After performing the data assignment, each node applies a sequential sorting algo-
rithm, e.g., heapsort or quicksort, on its own M=N ′ elements. Then, applying the bitonic
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sorting algorithm [7, 14], four nodes in each SH2 do the bitonic sorting, where if any
FF node does any operation with a TF node, such an FF node will do nothing. Thus,
except 0-SH2, all the other SH2’s can successfully perform the bitonic sorting algorithm
[7, 14] simultaneously.

From the supernode viewpoint, OH∗
n−2 contains only one dead SH2, i.e., 0-SH2.

Then, the fault-tolerant sorting algorithm [15] is applied to OH
∗
n−2 containing only

one dead SH2. The only diKerence is that if any SH2 does any operation with the
dead 0-SH2, such an SH2 will do nothing. For the completeness of the context, the
formal algorithm is listed below. For simplicity, let the two LOD’s be d1 = 1 and
d2 = 2. Each k-SH2 has an adjacent k(j)-SH2; where k = knkn−1 : : : kj+1kjkj−1 : : : k4k3

and k(j) = knkn−1 : : : kj+1 Okjkj−1 : : : k4k3 for kj ∈{0; 1} and 36 j6 n.

Algorithm FTSA 1 =∗ Fault-Tolerant Sorting Algorithm 1 ∗=

Step 1: (relabeling process) Each SH2 in OH
∗
n−2 is relabeled such that not

only the SH2 containing more than one TF node is relabeled as
0-SH2, but also the only TF node in any one SH2 is relabeled as
00 in SH2 with the other three FF nodes being relabeled as 01,
10, and 11.

Step 2: (data assignment) The given M elements are evenly assigned to
the FF nodes 01, 10, and 11 in k-SH2 for 16 k6 2n−2 −1. Thus,
each FF node used receives M=N ′ elements, where N ′ = 3N=4− 3.

Step 3: (bitonic sorting on each SH2) Each node in SH2 applies the se-
quential sorting algorithm on its own M=N ′ elements, such that the
M=N ′ elements in node 10 (node 01 or 11) in SH2 are sorted in
ascending (descending) order. Then, four nodes in each SH2 do
the bitonic sorting [7, 14]. Here, if one FF node does any opera-
tion with another TF node, such that an FF node will do nothing.
Finally, the 3M=N ′ elements in each k-SH2 are sorted in ascending
(descending) order if k3 = 0 (k3 = 1).

Step 4: (bitonic sorting among SH2’s)
For i= 3 to n do: =∗ The two LOD’s are d1 = 1 and d2 = 2. ∗=
4.1: For j= i down to 3 do:

4.1.1: (sending a half data to corresponding adjacent node) If
kj = 0 (kj = 1) then FF nodes 01, 10, and 11 in k-SH2 sends the
Irst (last) M=(2N ′) sorted elements to its corresponding adjacent
nodes 01, 10, and 11 in k(j)-SH2, respectively.
4.1.2: (comparing data and sending the compared data back) If
ki+1 = kj (ki+1 �= kj), where kn+1 = 0, then each FF node holding
data in k-SH2 compares its own elements with the received ele-
ments and keeps the smaller (larger) element in each comparison,
and sends the larger (smaller) elements for all comparisons to its
corresponding adjacent node.
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4.1.3: (merging two ordered subsequences) Each node 10 (01 or
11) merges the two ordered subsequences in ascending (descend-
ing) order.
4.1.4: (bitonic sorting on each SH2) Four nodes in each SH2 do the
bitonic sorting [7, 14]. The 3M=N ′ elements in k-SH2 are sorted in
ascending (descending) order if kj−1 = ki+1 (kj−1 �= ki+1), where
k2 = 0.

The time required in Algorithm FTSA 1 [15] is analyzed again as follows. Let
symbols ts=r (tc) denotes the sending and receiving time (the time for comparing a pair
of elements). In Algorithm FTSA 1, since Steps 1 and 2 are preprocessing steps, we
only focus on the time required in Steps 3 and 4.

In Step 3, the time required in the sequential sorting algorithm is bounded by
((M=N ′ − 1) log(M=N ′) + 1)tc. The bitonic sorting algorithm [13] in each SH2 needs
3 ( = 2·3=2) loops [3], each with time (M=N ′)ts=r+(3M=2N ′−1)tc. Because two adjacent
SH2’s contains at most two TF nodes except 0-SH2, the distance between two corre-
sponding relabeled nodes in Step 4.1.1 is at most 3. Thus, the time in the worst case
required in Steps 4.1.1, 4.1.2, and 4.1.3 are 3(M=2N ′)ts=r , 3(M=2N ′)ts=r+(M=2N ′−1)tc,
and (M=N ′ − 1)tc, respectively. In Step 4.1.4, the bitonic sorting needs 3 loops, each
with time (M=N ′)ts=r + (3M=2N ′ − 1)tc. Totally, there are (n− 2)(n− 1)=2 loops [3] in
Steps 4. Consequently, the total time is

T = ((M=N ′ − 1) log(M=N ′) + 1)tc + 3((M=N ′)ts=r + (3M=2N ′ − 1)tc)

+ (n− 2)(n− 1)=2(3(M=N ′)ts=r + (M=2N ′ − 1)tc + (M=N ′ − 1)tc

+ 3((M=N ′)ts=r + (3M=2N ′ − 1)tc))

= O(M=N ′ log(M=N ′) + n2(M=N ′))

= O(M=N log(M=N ) + (M=N ) log2 N ):

As a result, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. For PC1; with O((M=N ) log(M=N ) + (M=N ) log2 N ) ( = O((M=(3N=4 −
3)) log(M=(3N=4 − 3)) + (M=(3N=4 − 3)) log2 N )) time for M�N = 2n; M elements
can be sorted on OH

∗
n−2; with at most �3n=2� − 1 TF nodes.

From Theorem 3, we know that with the same time complexity as [15] for PC1, the
proposed algorithm can tolerate �n=2� more TF nodes than [15]. However, Algorithm
FTSA 1 cannot be applied to the faulty OH+

n−3 for PC2 directly. In the next section, we
further handle PC2.

5. The second con"guration (PC2): 'H+
n−3

We now present the idea of the proposed improved sorting algorithm on OH+
n−3 with

f6 �3n=2�−1 TF nodes for PC2. Initially, each SH3 in OH+
n−3 is relabeled such that the
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two connected TF nodes in any one SH3 are relabeled as 000 and 001 while the other
six FF nodes are relabeled as 010, 011, 100, 101, 110 and 111. The M unsorted ele-
ments are evenly assigned to the FF nodes 010, 011, 100, 101, 110 and 111 in each SH3

such that each of such FF nodes holds M=N ′ ( =M=(3N=4)) elements, where N = 2n.
To present our improved sorting algorithm on OH+

n−3, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4. With ((M=N ′ − 1) log(M=N ′) + 1 + 6(3M=2N ′ − 1))tc + 6(M=N ′)ts=r time;
each SH3 with two connected TF nodes can perform a bitonic sorting to sort its own
6M=N ′ elements.

Proof. Initially, each SH3 is relabeled such that the two connected TF nodes are rela-
beled as 000 and 001. Each node applies the sequential sorting algorithm on its own
M=N ′ elements. The time required for the sequential sorting algorithm is bounded by
((M=N ′ − 1) log(M=N ′) + 1)tc. Let SH3 be divided into 0-SH2 and 1-SH2. Assume that
elements in 0-SH2 and 1-SH2 are sorted in ascending and descending orders, respec-
tively, after three steps of executing the bitonic sorting algorithm. When we merge
two ordered subsequences in 0-SH2 and 1-SH2, initially, nodes 00 and 01 in 1-SH2

also do nothing because nodes 00 and 01 in 0-SH2 are TF. Because these M=N ′ el-
ements in node 0 (1) in 1-SH2 are larger than 2(M=N ′) elements, thus we know
that the elements in 1-SH2 must be larger than those in 0-SH2 holding only 2(M=N ′)
elements. Repeatedly, these 6M=N ′ elements can be sorted on each SH3 with two con-
nected TF nodes. The bitonic sorting [14] on each SH3 totally needs 6 ( = 3(3 + 1)=2)
loops, each with time ((M=N ′)ts=r + ((3M=2N ′) − 1)tc). As a result, the total time is
((M=N ′ − 1) log(M=N ′) + 1 + 6(3M=2N ′ − 1))tc + 6(M=N ′)ts=r .

From Lemma 4, each k-SH3 for 06 k6 2n−3 − 1 performs the bitonic sorting
algorithm [7, 14] to sort its own 6M=N ′ elements in ascending (descending) order
if k is even (odd). From the supernode viewpoint, these 2n−3 SH3’s form OH

+
n−3. There-

fore, we only modify Algorithm FTSA 1 slightly. Replacing the term SH2, the initial
value 3, and ultimate value 3 in the two loops of Step 4 in Algorithm FTSA 1 by
SH3, 4, and 4, respectively, the modiIed version of Algorithm FTSA 1 can be ap-
plied to the OH+

n−3. The time required in this step is analyzed as follows. Because
each SH3 contains at most two connected TF nodes, the diameter in such an SH3 is
still 3. Thus, the distance between any two FF nodes used in two adjacent SH3’s is
at most 7 ( = 3 + 1 + 3). Thus, the time in the worst case for Steps 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
are 7(M=2N ′)ts=r and 7(M=2N ′)ts=r + (M=2N ′ − 1)tc; respectively. In Step 4.1.3, the
time is (M=N ′)tc. In Step 4.1.4, the bitonic sorting performs 6 loops, each with time
((M=N ′)ts=r + ((3M=2N ′) − 1)tc). Step 4 needs (n− 3)(n− 2)=2 loops [3].

Consequently, the total time is

T = ((M=N ′ − 1) log(M=N ′) + 1 + 6(3M=2N ′ − 1))tc + 6(M=N ′)ts=r

+ (n− 3)(n− 2)=2(7(M=2N ′)ts=r + 7(M=2N ′)ts=r + (M=2N ′ − 1)tc

+ (M=N ′)tc + 6((M=N ′)ts=r + ((3M=2N ′) − 1)tc)
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= O(M=N ′ log(M=N ′) + n2(M=N ′))

= O(M=N log(M=N ) + (M=N ) log2 N ):

As a result, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5. For PC2; with O((M=N ) log(M=N )+(M=N ) log2 N ) time; M�N = 2n; M
elements can be sorted on the faulty OH+

n−3.

Combining Theorem 3 and 5, we have the main result.

Theorem 6. With O((M=N ) log(M=N )+(M=N ) log2 N ) time; M�N = 2n; M elements
can be sorted on the faulty Hn with �3n=2� − 1 TF nodes.

6. Conclusions

The signiIcance of sorting is due to its popular use in science and engineering.
Our main contribution is to show that with O((M=N ) log(M=N ) + (M=N ) log2 N ) time,
M�N = 2n, M elements can be sorted on the faulty Hn with �3n=2�−1 TF nodes. Our
algorithm can tolerate �n=2� more faulty nodes than Sheu et al.’s algorithm [15] under
the same time bound. The fault-tolerance improvement is about 50%. In addition, using
some variants of the proposed partition strategy and a newly proposed delay-update
scheme, we have presented an eBcient fault-tolerant algorithm for preIx computation
[5]. It is an interesting research issue to plug the fault-tolerance consideration into the
randomized sorting networks [2, 10].
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